On Wednesday, March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization officially declared Covid-19 a global pandemic. That week, Libertyville first saw everyday life upended by the pandemic, as schools announced a switch to online learning. To acknowledge the one-year mark of the pandemic’s opening days, Ellie George, Jasmine Latifa and Liam Tucker detail 10 LHS students’ and staff members’ reactions to its initial impacts in our “One Year Later” feature. Check it out now on lhsdoi.com
TEEN ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS DIFFICULT, BUT NOT IMPOSSIBLE, TO MANAGE DURING PANDEMIC

ELLIE GEORGE  AMANDA BLACK

Ihsdoi Teen relationships are hard to manage in a normal year, but with Covid have seemingly appeared to be extremely difficult to maintain. Read Ellie George's story as she interviews some of LHS's couples to see how having a relationship during Covid isn't impossible.
THE DANGERS OF CULTURAL MISREPRESENTATION IN MEDIA

PAVAN ACHARYA

SARAH WUH

Opinion: Online Editor Pavan Acharya explores the dangers of exposing kids to certain TV shows on Disney+, as the stereotypes in these shows have caused harm to individuals such as himself, on page 20 of our current issue.
MAY ISSUE: OUT TOMORROW

PRINTED COPIES AT ALL ENTRANCES AND EXITS
If you didn’t have a chance yesterday, be sure to grab a copy of our May issue at school today! Or check out the digital version on lhsdoi.com
Ihsdo

Editor-in-Chief @amandajb27 took the cover photo for our February issue. To capture the "perspective" theme, she used a glass ball to flip the LHS welcome sign upside down. Check out this cover and our current issue now on ihsdoi.com!
Copies of our December issue are being mailed out this week! Keep an eye out in the mail for yours.
Follow DOI on Social Media!

Instagram: @lhsdoi
TikTok: @lhsdropsofink
Twitter: @lhsdoi
Facebook: Libertyville High School Drops of Ink (facebook.com/lhsdoi)

Ihsdoi Follow us on social media to stay updated and see more content!
Ihsdoi Apply to Doi!! · DOI applications are open now!! Check out this short video on the application process and your opportunities as a DOI staff member.